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Writing Abroad - Peter Chilson 2017-10-13
“Tell me all about your trip!” It’s a request that follows travelers as they
head out into the world, and one of the first things they hear when they
return. When we leave our homes to explore the wider world, we feel
compelled to capture the experiences and bring the story home. But for
those who don’t think of themselves as writers, putting experiences into
words can be more stressful than inspirational. Writing Abroad is meant
for travelers of all backgrounds and writing levels: a student embarking
on overseas study; a retiree realizing a dream of seeing China; a Peace
Corps worker in Kenya. All can benefit from documenting their
adventures, whether on paper or online. Through practical advice and
adaptable exercises, this guide will help travelers hone their
observational skills, conduct research and interviews, choose an
appropriate literary form, and incorporate photos and videos into their
writing. Writing about travel is more than just safeguarding memories—it
can transform experiences and tease out new realizations. With Writing
Abroad, travelers will be able to deepen their understanding of other
cultures and write about that new awareness in clear and vivid prose.
Writers' Workshops and the Work of Making Things - Richard P. Gabriel
2002
This text aims to provide business and technical professionals with an
effective alternative to impersonal peer reviews and scientific
workshops. It describes in detail how to conduct and participate in a
successful writer's workshop, and provides anecdotes and examples from
actual writers workshops to bring these concepts and observations to
life.
Revision - Alice Horning 2006-05-22
Explores the wide range of scholarship on revision while bringing new
light to bear on enduring questions in composition and rhetoric.
Welcome to Writing Workshop - Stacey Shubitz 2019
Stacey Shubitz and Lynne Dorfman warmly welcome you to experience
writing workshop for the first time or in a new light with Welcome to
Writing Workshop. Through strategic routines, tips, resources, and short
focused video clips, teachers can create the sights and sounds of a
thriving writing workshop where: * both students and teachers are
working authors * students spend most of their time writing--not just
learning about it * student choice is encouraged to help create engaged
writers, not compliant ones * students are part of the formative
assessment process * students will look forward to writing time--not
dread it. From explanations of writing process and writing traits to smallgroup strategy lessons and minilessons, this book will provide the knowhow to feel confident and comfortable in the teaching of writers.
I Can Write Like That! - Susan Ehmann 2009
"In these pages you'll discover engaging fiction and nonfiction children's
books and ideas for using them to their maximum potential as teaching
tools. And you will find new ways to give your students ... models for
their own writing."--Page 4 of cover.
Writing Movies - Gotham Writers Workshop 2008-12-19
To break into the screenwriting game, you need a screenplay that is not
just good, but great. Superlative. Stellar. In Writing Movies you'll find
everything you need to know to reach this level. And, like the very best
teachers, Writing Movies is always practical, accessible, and
entertaining. The book provides a comprehensive look at screenwriting,
covering all the fundamentals (plot, character, scenes, dialogue, etc.) and

such crucial-but seldom discussed-topics as description, voice, tone, and
theme. These concepts are illustrated through analysis of five brilliant
screenplays-Die Hard, Thelma & Louise, Tootsie, Sideways, and The
Shawshank Redemption. Also included are writing assignments and stepby-step tasks that take writers from rough idea to polished screenplay.
Written by Gotham Writers' Workshop expert instructors, Writing Movies
offers the same winning style and clarity of presentation that have made
a success of Gotham's previous book Writing Fiction, which is now in its
7th printing. Named the "best class for screenwriters" in New York City
by MovieMaker Magazine, Gotham Writers' Workshop is America's
leading private creative writing school, offering classes in Manhattan
and on the Web at www.WritingClasses.com. The school's interactive
online classes, selected as "Best of the Web" by Forbes, have attracted
thousands of aspiring writers from across the United States and more
than sixty countries.
Fiction Writer’s Workshop - Josip Novakovich 1995-02-15
In a clear and lively style, with rich literary references from classic and
contemporary fiction, Novakovich teaches you how to: uncover ideas
worth writing about; evoke a vivid sense of place and time; invent
believable characters for your fiction; support your story with strong
organization and structure; tell your story from the best viewpoint; direct
your dramatic action; open and close with power and grace; choose
expressive details; write with a commanding narrative voice; and
transform your first draft into finished, polished fiction. At the end of
each chapter, a dozen or more unique writing exercises (each with a
clear "objective statement" to focus your efforts) will help you put what
you learn into action, while exploring new ideas, approaches and genres.
After you complete each exercise, "check" questions will help you review
what you've done - so that you may revise or rewrite. Encouraging real
improvement over negative self-criticism, Novakovich helps you gain a
more productive sense of where you can write one more line that will add
life to what you already have down - or where you can delete a line that
may obscure your readers' view. He helps you develop day-to-day selfdiscipline. And perhaps most important, he respects and encourages
your development of personal style. "I will give you a lot of advice", he
says, "but you need not take it". As a writer, Novakovich knows that the
strongest fiction emerges from your own choices and directions. Fiction
Writer's Workshop gives you clear, firsthand understanding of the
elements of fiction . . . so you can make more informed choices and your
fiction more successful.
Hands Around the Library - Karen Leggett Abouraya 2012-08-30
The inspiring true story of demonstrators standing up for the love of a
library, from a New York Times bestselling illustrator In January 2011, in
a moment that captured the hearts of people all over the world,
thousands of Egypt's students, library workers, and demonstrators
surrounded the great Library of Alexandria and joined hands, forming a
human chain to protect the building. They chanted "We love you, Egypt!"
as they stood together for the freedom the library represented.
Illustrated with Susan L. Roth's stunning collages, this amazing true
story demonstrates how the love of books and libraries can unite a
country, even in the midst of turmoil.
Beyond the Writers' Workshop - Carol Bly 2001-04-17
An innovative new approach to teaching and writing creative nonfiction
from veteran teacher and critically acclaimed author Carol Bly. Teachers
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and writers everywhere are facing the limits imposed by the prevailing
models of teaching: community or MFA “workshops” or, at the highschool level, “peer review.” In Beyond the Writers' Workshop Carol Bly
presents an alternative. She believes that workshopping’s tendency to
engage in wry scorn and pay exaggerated attention to technical details,
causes apprentice writers, consciously or unconsciously, to modify their
most passionate work. Inspired by a philosophy of individuality and
moral rigor, Bly combines ideas and techniques from social work,
psychotherapy, and neuroscience with the traditional teaching of fresh
metaphor, salient dialogue, lively pace, and analysis of other literary
work in her pioneering new approach. She also includes exercises and
examples in an extensive practical appendix.
Writing the Novella - Sharon Oard Warner 2021-03-01
“A novella compresses the world with a short story’s focus, but it
explores that smaller space with a novel’s generosity.”—Josh Weil, author
of The New Valley: Novellas While the novella has existed as a distinct
literary form for over four hundred years, Writing the Novella is the first
craft book dedicated to creating this intermediate-length fiction.
Innovative, integrated journal prompts inspire and sustain the creative
process, and classic novellas serve as examples throughout. Part 1
defines the novella form and steers early decision-making on situation,
character, plot, and point of view. Part 2 provides detailed directions for
writing the scenic plot points that support a strong but flexible narrative
arc. Appendix materials include a list of recommended novellas,
publishing opportunities, and blank templates for the story map, graphs,
and charts used throughout the book. By turns instructive and
inspirational, Writing the Novella will be a welcome resource for new
and experienced writers alike.
Mentor Texts - Lynne R. Dorfman 2017
In their first edition of Mentor Texts, authors Lynne Dorfman and Rose
Cappelli helped teachers across the country make the most of highquality children's literature in their writing instruction. In Mentor Texts:
Teaching Writing Through Children's Literature, K-6, 2nd Edition the
authors continue to show teachers how to help students become
confident, accomplished writers by using literature as their foundation.
The second edition includes brand-new "Your Turn Lessons," built
around the gradual release of responsibility model, offering suggestions
for demonstrations and shared or guided writing. Reflection is
emphasized as a necessary component to understanding why mentor
authors chose certain strategies, literary devices, sentence structures,
and words. Dorfman and Cappelli offer new children's book titles in each
chapter and in a carefully curated and annotated Treasure Chest. At the
end of each chapter a "Think About It--Talk About It--Write About It"
section invites reflection and conversation with colleagues. The book is
organized around the characteristics of good writing--focus, content,
organization, style, and conventions. The authors write in a friendly and
conversational style, employing numerous anecdotes to help teachers
visualize the process, and offer strategies that can be immediately
implemented in the classroom. This practical resource demonstrates the
power of learning to read like writers.
The Granta Book of the American Short Story - Richard Ford 2008
A Quick Guide to Teaching Second-Grade Writers with Units of Study Lucy Calkins 2009
In A Quick Guide to Teaching Second Grade Writers with Units of Study
Lucy Calkins chronicles a curricular calendar that will help teachers
increase the volume of student writing; encourage students to lift the
level of their writing by reviwing, rethinking, and rewriting their work;
and empower students to write with greater independence. A Quick
Guide to Teaching Second Grade Writers with Units of Study is part of
the Workshop Help Desk series. About the Workshop Help Desk series
The Workshop Help Desk series is designed for teachers who believe in
workshop teaching and who have already rolled up their sleeves enough
to have encountered the predictable challenges. If you've struggled to
get around quickly enough to help all your writers, if you've wondered
how to tweak your teaching to make it more effective and lasting, if
you've needed to adapt your teaching for English learners, if you've
struggled to teach grammar or nonfiction writing or test prep...if you've
faced these and other specific, pressing challenges, then this series is for
you. Provided in a compact 5" x 7" format, the Workshop Help Desk
series offers pocket-sized professional development. For a
comprehensive overview of the Units of Study for Teaching Writing
series, including sample minilessons, sample videos, curricular
calendars, overview presentations, frequently asked questions, and
information on the companion principal's guide and the Workshop Help

Desk series visit unitsofstudy.com.
G.K. Hall Bibliographic Guide to Theatre Arts - New York Public
Library. Research Libraries 2003
Reconsidering Flannery O'Connor - Alison Arant 2020-12-15
Contributions by Lindsay Alexander, Alison Arant, Alicia Matheny
Beeson, Eric Bennett, Gina Caison, Jordan Cofer, Doug Davis, Doreen
Fowler, Marshall Bruce Gentry, Bruce Henderson, Monica C. Miller,
William Murray, Carol Shloss, Alison Staudinger, and Rachel Watson The
National Endowment for the Humanities has funded two Summer
Institutes titled "Reconsidering Flannery O’Connor," which invited
scholars to rethink approaches to Flannery O’Connor’s work. Drawing
largely on research that started as part of the 2014 NEH Institute, this
collection shares its title and its mission. Featuring fourteen new essays,
Reconsidering Flannery O’Connor disrupts a few commonplace
assumptions of O’Connor studies while also circling back to some old
questions that are due for new attention. The volume opens with “New
Methodologies,” which features theoretical approaches not typically
associated with O’Connor’s fiction in order to gain new insights into her
work. The second section, “New Contexts,” stretches expectations on
literary genre, on popular archetypes in her stories, and on how we
should interpret her work. The third section, lovingly called “Strange
Bedfellows,” puts O’Connor in dialogue with overlooked or neglected
conversation partners, while the final section, “O’Connor’s Legacy,”
reconsiders her personal views on creative writing and her wishes
regarding the handling of her estate upon death. With these final essays,
the collection comes full circle, attesting to the hazards that come from
overly relying on O’Connor’s interpretation of her own work but also
from ignoring her views and desires. Through these reconsiderations,
some of which draw on previously unpublished archival material, the
collection attests to and promotes the vitality of scholarship on Flannery
O’Connor.
The Writing Workshop - Katie Wood Ray 2001-01-01
Offers advice to teachers on how to conduct writing workshops,
providing a rationale for writing workshops, looking at what they have in
common across grade levels, and discussing the tone of workshop
teaching, getting started with independent writing time, curriculum,
focus lessons, assessment and evaluation, and other topics.
Scaffolding Young Writers - Linda J. Dorn 2001
The goal of teaching writing is to create independent and self-motivated
writers. When students write more often, they become better at writing.
They acquire habits, skills, and strategies that enable them to learn more
about the craft of writing. Yet they require the guidance and support of a
more knowledgeable person who understands the writing process, the
changes over time in writing development, and specific techniques and
procedures for teaching writing. In Scaffolding Young Writers: A Writers'
Workshop Approach, Linda J. Dorn and Carla Soffos present a clear road
map for implementing writers' workshop in the primary grades. Adopting
an apprenticeship approach, the authors show how explicit teaching,
good models, clear demonstrations, established routines, assisted
teaching followed by independent practice, and self-regulated learning
are all fundamental in establishing a successful writers' workshop. There
is a detailed chapter on organizing for writers' workshop, including
materials, components, routines, and procedures. Other chapters provide
explicit guidelines for designing productive mini-lessons and student
conferences. Scaffolding Young Writers also features: An overview of
how children become writers; Analyses of students' samples according to
informal and formal writing assessments Writing checklists, benchmark
behaviors, and rubrics based on national standards Examples of teaching
interactions during mini-lessons and writing conferences Illustrations of
completed forms and checklists with detailed descriptions, and blank
reproducible forms in the appendix for classroom use Instruction is
linked with assessment throughout the book, so that all teaching
interactions are grounded in what children already know and what they
need to know as they develop into independent writers.
The Art of Fiction - John Gardner 2010-08-18
This classic guide, from the renowned novelist and professor, has helped
transform generations of aspiring writers into masterful writers—and will
continue to do so for many years to come. John Gardner was almost as
famous as a teacher of creative writing as he was for his own works. In
this practical, instructive handbook, based on the courses and seminars
that he gave, he explains, simply and cogently, the principles and
techniques of good writing. Gardner’s lessons, exemplified with detailed
excerpts from classic works of literature, sweep across a complete range
of topics—from the nature of aesthetics to the shape of a refined
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sentence. Written with passion, precision, and a deep respect for the art
of writing, Gardner’s book serves by turns as a critic, mentor, and friend.
Anyone who has ever thought of taking the step from reader to writer
should begin here.
Awakening Brilliance in the Writer's Workshop - Lisa Morris 2013-10-02
Master teacher Lisa Morris invites you to share her secrets of success
with writer's workshops. After years of experimenting with the workshop
model, she has developed the most effective ways to apply it in the
classroom, yielding higher test scores and increased student
engagement. Through practical, step-by-step instruction, Morris
demonstrates how to use writer's notebooks, mentor texts, the writing
process, and the 6 traits. Specific topics include: setting up the
classroom for workshops creating a writing curriculum creating
guidelines, expectations, and lessons for using notebooks helping
students select ideas, brainstorm, and plan assigning writing partners
and organizing sharing getting students to self-reflect creating process
and product portfolios finding resources for publishing holding effective
writing conferences The book also offers an array of invaluable tools,
such as student writing samples mini-lessons for each stage of the
writing process lesson plans pacing guides for dividing your time during
the workshop sample charts to help you stay organized suggested
classroom guidelines and handouts a list of mentor texts, organized by
what you can use them to teach (e.g., adjectives, alliteration,
onomatopoeia, beginnings, endings, strong verbs, sensory details)
quotations on each stage of the writing process to motivate students
The New Granta Book of the American Short Story - Richard Ford 2007
A definitive compilation of short fiction written during the second half of
the twentieth century and beyond features more than forty stories,
including works by T. C. Boyle, Raymond Carver, Sherman Alexie, John
Cheever, Flannery O'Connor, Eudora Welty, Junot Diaz, John Updike,
Grace Paley, Donald Barthelme, and other notable authors.
Writing a Novel - John Braine 1990
On Writing - Stephen King 2014-12
Writer's Workshop for the Common Core - Warren Combs
2014-01-09
Writing instruction expert Warren Combs presents a step-by-step plan
for teaching writing workshops that are aligned to the Common Core
State Standards. The book is filled with practical mini-lessons, strategies,
and tools for every stage of the writing process, from prewriting through
publication. Scripting is provided, to show teachers how to model each
strategy for students. In addition, Dr. Combs shows how teachers can
use the following elements: The concepts Voice, Pictures, and Flow, to
help students understand the essential elements of writing; The words
Invite, Model, Write, Look, and Learn, to model effective writing for
students and have them learn from your example; Revision strategies
such as Jot and Blend, Combining Sentences, Writing Leads, and Writing
Closes; Peer revision using Peer-Assisted Learning Systems (PALS);
Student self-assessment rubrics. The book also includes scoring guides
and pacing guides, to help teachers implement writing workshops more
easily. As Dr. Combs demonstrates, you can give workshops more
structure while still making writing come alive for your students.
The Modern Library Writer's Workshop - Stephen Koch 2009-05-14
“Make [your] characters want something right away—even if it’s only a
glass of water. Characters paralyzed by the meaninglessness of modern
life still have to drink water from time to time.” —Kurt Vonnegut “‘The
cat sat on the mat’ is not the beginning of a story, but ‘the cat sat on the
dog’s mat’ is.” —John Le Carré Nothing is more inspiring for a beginning
writer than listening to masters of the craft talk about the writing life.
But if you can’t get Vladimir Nabokov, Virginia Woolf, and Gabriel García
Márquez together at the Algonquin, The Modern Library Writer’s
Workshop gives you the next best thing. Stephen Koch, former chair of
Columbia University’s graduate creative writing program, presents a
unique guide to the craft of fiction. Along with his own lucid observations
and commonsense techniques, he weaves together wisdom, advice, and
inspiring commentary from some of our greatest writers. Taking you
from the moment of inspiration (keep a notebook with you at all times),
to writing a first draft (do it quickly! you can always revise later), to
figuring out a plot (plot always serves the story, not vice versa), Koch is a
benevolent mentor, glad to dispense sound advice when you need it
most. The Modern Library Writer’s Workshop belongs on every writer’s
shelf, to be picked up and pored over for those moments when the muse
needs a little help finding her way.
What To Do Before Your Book Launch - M.J. Rose 2015-04-03

What To Do Before Your Book Launch is a guide for authors, covering
everything from working with your publisher, to reading in public, to
help for publicity and marketing, to using (and misusing) social media, to
how to dress for your author photo . . . and far more, including
cautionary tales, worksheets, timelines and etiquette tips.
Stargazer - Stephen Koch 2015-02-17
The classic study of a man who redrew the boundaries of art Andy
Warhol’s work and personality changed American visual culture forever,
making him an international superstar. His rise to global fame, his
entanglement with the seedy New York sexual underground, and the
shocking assassination attempt that almost ended his life are chronicled
in Stephen Koch’s indispensible classic Stargazer. In this must-read
volume, Stephen Koch provides unprecedented detail on Warhol’s life
and work, giving particular attention to a medium that found Andy at his
wildest: film. In one who made paradox into an art form, Koch finds that
there was inspiration and brilliance on both sides of the public image
that Warhol so meticulously crafted.
The Data Storytelling Workbook - Anna Feigenbaum 2020-03-17
From tracking down information to symbolising human experiences, this
book is your guide to telling more effective, empathetic and evidencebased data stories. Drawing on cross-disciplinary research and first-hand
accounts of projects ranging from public health to housing justice, The
Data Storytelling Workbook introduces key concepts, challenges and
problem-solving strategies in the emerging field of data storytelling.
Filled with practical exercises and activities, the workbook offers
interactive training materials that can be used for teaching and
professional development. By approaching both ‘data’ and ‘storytelling’
in a broad sense, the book combines theory and practice around realworld data storytelling scenarios, offering critical reflection alongside
practical and creative solutions to challenges in the data storytelling
process, from tracking down hard to find information, to the ethics of
visualising difficult subjects like death and human rights.
Writing Fiction Step by Step - Josip Novakovich 1998-08-15
Writing Fiction Step by Step gives you more than 200 exercises that will
sharpen your writing skills while helping you develop complete short
stories, even novels. &break;&break;In this sequel to his very popular
Fiction Writer's Workshop, Whiting Award-winning author Josip
Novakovich shows you that writing fiction is about making
connections–between character and plot, setting and conflict, memory
and imagination. You'll make these connections by linking the exercises.
A character invented in chapter two can appear in a scene outlined in
chapter eight and can speak in a voice developed in chapter ten.
&break;&break;Embark on a unique writing journey and learn step by
step how to craft fiction that captivates readers.
A Guide to the Teachers College Reading and Writing Project
Classroom Libraries - Lucy Calkins 2016-09
Advice to the Writer - Stephen Koch 2014-02-25
From Stephen Koch, former chair of Columbia University’s graduate
creative writing program, comes essential and practical advice drawn
from The Modern Library Writer’s Workshop. With nearly thirty years of
teaching experience, Stephen Koch has earned a reputation as an astute
and benevolent mentor; and with Advice to the Writer, his lucid
observations and commonsense techniques have never been more
accessible. Here Koch dispenses sound guidance for those moments
when the muse needs a little help finding her way: in “Shaping the
Story,” he untangles plot; in “Working and Reworking,” he explains the
most teachable (yet least often taught) of all writerly skills: revision; and
in “The Story of the Self,” he delves into autobiography. Featuring
handpicked commentary from some of our greatest authors, Advice to
the Writer is a unique introduction to this maddening and intoxicating
pursuit. Praise for Stephen Koch’s The Modern Library Writer’s
Workshop “An extraordinarily comprehensive and practical work by a
master craftsman and a master analyst of the craft.”—Madison Smartt
Bell, author of All Souls’ Rising and Anything Goes “Stephen Koch was
my teacher long ago. Now he is everyone’s teacher, indelibly. This is a
book not just for the beginning writer but for every writer.”—Martha
McPhee, author of the National Book Award nominee Gorgeous Lies “The
Modern Library Writer’s Workshop is a treasure trove of wisdom, both
immensely practical and philosophical, entertaining and thoughtprovoking. Koch takes us inside the writing process, and it is impossible
not to emerge transformed.”—Joanna Hershon, author of Swimming
Writing Fiction - Brett Norris 2008
Language, literature and biography.
Day by Day - Ruth Ayres 2010
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This book is a collaborative, not isolated, approach to teaching writing.
The book is organized around six fundamental components of writing
workshop. Each component is broken down into ten-day sections so you
can explore the topic in depth. The authors provide daily encouragement,
support, practical strategies, tips, advice, and everything you need to run
an effective writing workshop.--[book cover]
Structuring Your Novel - Robert C. Meredith 1993-01-27
Here's the bestselling guide that teaches aspiring novelists how to
employ the 14 structural elements common to all novels.
Gotham Writers' Workshop Fiction Gallery - Alex Steele 2004-08-21
A collection of short fiction selected by members of New York's
acclaimed creative writing school presents works that range from F.
Scott Fitzgerald's "The Curious Case of Benjamin Button," to "A
Romantic Weekend by Mary Gaitskill, to Tobias Wolff's "Bullet in the
Brain," reflecting a rich variety of themes, perspectives, and plot and
character development. Original. 15,000 first printing.
Breathing Life Into Your Characters - Rachel Ballon 2009-03-01
Create Convincing Characters That Readers—and Editors—Can't Resist!
It's the question that eternally plagues all good writers: How can you
describe the thoughts and feelings of characters who have backgrounds
or psychological aberrations with which you have no personal
experience? How can you describe the feelings of a drug addict if you've
never been one? How can you write about being a prisoner if you've
never been to jail? You can do all the research you want, but the question
still remains: How do you convincingly portray characters if you've never
lived in their skin? In Breathing Life Into Your Characters, writing
consultant and professional psychotherapist Rachel Ballon, Ph. D., shows
you how to get in touch with the thoughts and feelings necessary to truly
understand your characters—no matter what their background or life
experiences. She'll show you how to: • Develop a psychological profile
for every character • Turn archetypes into conflicted characters • Think
like a criminal to convincingly write one • Reveal personalities through
the use of nonverbal communication In addition, you'll learn how to
effectively use Ballon's "Method Writing" system—taught previously only
in her writing workshops—to explore your own feelings, memories, and
emotions to create characters of astonishing depth and complexity!
Feedback That Moves Writers Forward - Patty McGee 2017-03-03
"Patty McGee should be called the ′Writer Whisperer.′ She offers brilliant
advice for helping struggling writers, accomplished writers, and all those
in between." —Debbie Silver, Co-author of Teaching Kids to Thrive The
number one challenge of student writers today isn’t word choice, logic,
voice, or even grammar and spelling—it’s buy-in. In Feedback That
Moves Writers Forward, Patty McGee shares how to’s for teaching that
changes the writing-as-obligation vibe for good. She demonstrates the
way feedback can inspire students to reach new heights as writers. With
Patty’s help, you learn to: Resign from your position as Corrector-inChief and be amazed as students eagerly take over responsibility for
refining their writing Apply the research on growth mindset and goal
setting, whether you use a writing program or a workshop model Use
tone, trust, and language to quicken students’ discovery of their writing
identities and take risks when they are stuck Use student work to deliver
clear, just-in-time feedback during planning, drafting, revising, and
editing Use the online printable forms for delivering customized
feedback with just the right wording Balance grading and feedback Help
writers reflect so they are better able to apply what they learned about
content, craft, and style to their future writing One of the bravest things
we can do as teachers is to admit when a long held practice isn’t
working. Error-focused feedback is one such practice. So put down the
red pen, pick up this book, and learn to say the right thing at the right
time to develop fearless, original, and intentional writers—in any content
area.
Serving Older Teens - Sheila B. Anderson 2004
In this lively and practical guide, notable teen experts and practitioners
explain why service to teens in this age range is so important, and how
you can enhance your collection and services to accommodate and win

over this important group. Topics range from understanding older teen
needs and creating a vital teen space to building and promoting a
winning collection. Brimming with valuable insights, fresh ideas, as well
as nuts and bolts directions, this is a must-read for all librarians who
work with older teens. While libraries have traditionally offered diverse
materials, services, and programs for children and even young teens
based on their developmental needs, older teens (aged 16-19) are too
often left out, with the excuse that older teens aren't interested. On the
threshold of adulthood, these young people have immense informational
needs that libraries are in a wonderful position to supply: information
about colleges, about work, about relationships, and leisure activities. In
this lively and practical guide, notable teen experts and stellar
practitioners Sheila Anderson, Amy Alessio, Patrick Jones, Robin Lupa,
and Kristine Mahood explain why service to teens in this age range is so
important, and how you can enhance your collection and services to
accommodate and win over this important group. Topics range from
understanding older teen needs and creating a vital teen space to
building and promoting a winning collection. Brimming with valuable
insights, fresh ideas, as well as nuts-and-bolts directions, this is a mustread for all librarians who work with older teens.
Steering the Craft - Ursula K. Le Guin 2015
Award-winning novelist Ursula K. Le Guin has turned a successful
workshop into a self-guided voyage of discovery for a writer working
alone, a writing group or a class.
Layers of Learning - Karen Loutzenhiser 2015-02-04
In this unit you can play games that Russian children have been playing
for centuries, make a cosmonaut craft of the Baikonur Cosmodrome in
Kazakhstan, craft a lapbook of the history of science, and try your hand
at some real watercolor painting projects. There are dozens of projects to
choose from in Unit 3-10. In each unit you'll find a recommended library
list, important background information about each topic, lots of activities
to choose from for kids of all ages, and sidebars with a bunch more ideas
including Additional Layers, Fabulous Facts, On The Web, Writer's
Workshop, Famous Folks, and Teaching Tips. Printable maps and
worksheets are included at the end of each unit and may be printed as
often as needed for your family or class.
Workshops of Empire - Eric Bennett 2015-10-15
During and just after World War II, an influential group of American
writers and intellectuals projected a vision for literature that would save
the free world. Novels, stories, plays, and poems, they believed, could
inoculate weak minds against simplistic totalitarian ideologies, heal the
spiritual wounds of global catastrophe, and just maybe prevent the like
from happening again. As the Cold War began, high-minded and wellintentioned scholars, critics, and writers from across the political
spectrum argued that human values remained crucial to civilization and
that such values stood in dire need of formulation and affirmation. They
believed that the complexity of literature—of ideas bound to concrete
images, of ideologies leavened with experiences—enshrined such values
as no other medium could. Creative writing emerged as a graduate
discipline in the United States amid this astonishing swirl of grand
conceptions. The early workshops were formed not only at the time of,
but in the image of, and under the tremendous urgency of, the postwar
imperatives for the humanities. Vivid renderings of personal experience
would preserve the liberal democratic soul—a soul menaced by the
gathering leftwing totalitarianism of the USSR and the memory of
fascism in Italy and Germany. Workshops of Empire explores this history
via the careers of Paul Engle at the University of Iowa and Wallace
Stegner at Stanford. In the story of these founding fathers of the
discipline, Eric Bennett discovers the cultural, political, literary,
intellectual, and institutional underpinnings of creative writing programs
within the university. He shows how the model of literary technique
championed by the first writing programs—a model that values the
interior and private life of the individual, whose experiences are not
determined by any community, ideology, or political system—was born
out of this Cold War context and continues to influence the way creative
writing is taught, studied, read, and written into the twenty-first century.
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